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Summary Worms are causing lots of dam-
age in Internet today. They are hard to stop
or contain. As an example of the quick spread-
ing of a worm, recall Slammer that doubled the
number of infected machines every 8.5 seconds.
Worms are using bugs in softwares to spread
themselves. Preventing thoses bugs is impor-
tant, but will unlikely remove all problems.
The authors of Vigilante tried to answer this
question: how can we respond when a bug is
found and exploited by a worm? Humans can’t
react in time in the case of an outbreak: au-
tomatic containment is therefore needed. An-
alyzing network traffic and blocking suspected
packets is not enough as there is no vulnera-
bility information at the network level. The
authors introduced therefore the End-to-End
containment.

Top 3 contributions Here are some impor-
tant contributions described in this paper:

• The concept of the Self-Certifying Alerts :

– Allows exploits to be described,
shipped, and reproduced.

– Self-Certifying: to verify authentic-
ity, just execute within sandbox

• The end-to-end automatic worm contain-
ment architecture :

– Host based Cooperative Detection :
host runs software, analyzes intru-

sion attempts to generate an alert,
sends alert to other hosts,

– Host based Protection : analyze and
reproduce exploit from the alert, and
then generate a protection mecha-
nism (filter).

• An automatic mechanism to generate
host-based filters that block worm traffic

Most glaring problems Some issues need
to be mentionned:

• Use of vigilante to discover new holes in
programs, try to exploit them on nodes
not protected by Vigilante.

• The SCAs distribution may generate
alerts on filtering gateway (antivirus, IDS,
. . . ).

• Special worms able to detect instrumented
honeypots via timing differences won’t be
caugth by Vigilante

Implications for distributed systems
This work is very interesting as the battle
against worm is harder every day. The End-to-
end solution for stopping worms has the advan-
tage of having no false positives and reacting
per-vulnerability, not per-variant. Vigilante
therefore handles naturally polymorphism or
slow worms.
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